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 I have decided: 

 How much time I can commit to live social media interaction daily 

 What I need to automate 

 I am aware that automation is a tool to boost my social 

interaction—not replace it 

 I am aware that I should NOT automate all my posts; and that 

automation does not absolve me from interaction, if I want to grow 

and engage my audience 

 I have studied insights and analytics for my social networks, making 

note of statistical data most relevant to me 

 I am looking for social automation tools and options that allow me 

real customization opportunities 

 I am aware of the current rules, terms, or limits regarding 

automation put in place by the major social media channels 

 I am making a habit of checking pre-scheduled posts and 

acknowledging any comments at least once a day 

 I have considered using an RSS feed aggregator for inspiration and 

content to curate to my social feeds 

 I have created an Excel or MS Word spreadsheet to help me track 

relevant trends, stats and patterns [Or have found another tool to 

help me in tracking metrics]  
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 I am using social automation tools and apps like Buzzstream, Buffer 

or HootSuite, AgoraPulse for research as well as outreach 

 I have studied top influencer or best-selling author website social 

automation tactics for ideas  

 I am factoring mobile automation into my social automation 

strategies 

 If I have a WordPress site, I am using WordPress widgets and plugins 

to help update and automate my social sharing and contact 

 I have updated my social share buttons to reflect current trends and 

provide maximum engagement 

 I have considered or implemented on my website or blog: 

 Graphics automation, such as gallery plugins for my Instagram 

feed 

 Feed automation widgets to display feed from networks such as 

Twitter or Facebook  

 I am/have considered using a testimonials widget displaying 

testimonials from my social feeds 

 For social content creation, I am: 

 Writing it all myself 

 Using pre-made packages such as licensed content (also known 

as PLR or white-label content) 
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 Curating it 

 Outsourcing it 

 Other_____________________________________ 

[All above answers are ok and acceptable! You should use a mix of 

all of them.]  

 I am exploring outsourcing various social media tasks – including 

content creation, scheduling, monitoring, or research 

 I am thinking seasonally—in advance—when planning my social 

media automation schedule 

 I am creating/outsourcing seasonal graphics for social media well in 

advance, including seasonal: 

 Backgrounds 

 Cover photos 

 Profile photos 

 Image quotes 

 Inspirational graphics 

 Recipe illustrations and other season-specific graphics 

 Other_______________________________________ 
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 I am connecting seasonally pre-scheduled posts with my focus and 

audience, when creating them for pre-scheduling 

 I am paying attention to timing: 

 With my seasonal posts 

 For my specific audience and their seasonal habits 

 I am using mobile apps for social media, including for 

scheduling/automation 

 I am not taking my email automation for granted, and have included 

it as a source for inspiration and connection with social media 

 I am aware that nothing can replace my personal interaction with 

social media for high engagement with my audience  

 

 

 

 

Excellent! Still feeling a little lost in terms of social media 

strategy or the tools that fit your budget and needs?  

Join the new Mighty Marketing Mojo Coaching program and 

let’s work out your social media stress!  

 

https://www.mightymarketingmojo.com/mightymarketing-coaching/

